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THE BIG NEW YORKER BOOK

OF DOGS, foreword by Malcolm
Gladwell. (Random House, hard-
back, $45.00)
66 essays and short pieces of fiction,
running to almost 400 pages—and
there’s not a dog in the bunch. Ditto
for the dozens of cartoons. An
incredible who’s who list of contrib-
utors to a beautiful, brilliant, and (of
course) lovable book. Two paws up!-
-Tom Campbell

ALIF THE UNSEEN by G. Willow
Wilson (Grove Press, hardcover,
$25)
This beautifully written and thrilling
cyber-fantasy-political mashup fol-
lows the hacker Alif as his anti-cen-
sorship ethos and computer acumen
land him in human and supernatural
trouble. The story explores politics,
religion and social inequality with a
mix of unexpected humor, realism,
and fantasy. If you imagine that the
Arab Spring revolutionaries had
access to the jinn (genies) as well as
Facebook, you’ll have some idea
what Alif’s adventure is like!--Tonie
Lilley

Books worth giving 
(and reading yourself!)

27 VIEWS OF DURHAM: THE

BULL CITY IN PROSE AND

POETRY, introduction by Steve
Schewel (Eno Publishers, paper-
back, $15.95). 
For years now our view has been
that Durham is the center of the uni-
verse. None of the contributors here
go quite that far, but there’s lots of
love—often tough love—for our fair
city. As for our neighboring “Home
Shopping Network come alive” (see
page 188) aren’t we all glad we don’t
live there?--T.C.

ARE YOU MY MOTHER? by
Alison Bechdel (Houghton Mifflin,
paperback, $22)
Thinking of investing thousands of
dollars in psychotherapy?  No need.
Just buy Alison Bechdel’s graphic
memoir Are You My Mother?
Bechdel does all the work for you.
She details her complicated relation-
ship with her own mother, quotes
famous psychoanalysts, dissects
dreams, and delights in drawing
scenes from her own sessions with
therapists.  Of course, what makes
Are You My Mother? wonderful and
not insufferable is that it’s Bechdel’s
wit, honesty, and self-deprecation
behind the drawing pen.--Laurin
Penland
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Big Books from Small Presses
In this era of corporate consolidation, even in the book business, which sadly has
created even more myopia in terms of world literature, a salute to some fantastic
small presses with a global vision. Check out each of these publisher’s web pages
for terrific titles. We are happy to order any title we do not have in stock as we cel-
ebrate the small press!

Europa Press has a great catalogue and now they have just reissued a classic too
long out of print, EARTHLY POWERS (Europa, $19). Written by the brilliant
polyglot Anthony Burgess, and better even then his A Clockwork Orange (just
reissued from Norton, $24.95, in a restored edition in hardcover), this is his mag-
num opus. From the opening sentence, one of the best in all of literature, you enter
a world of its own. Burgess’s protagonist, loosely based on the life of Somerset
Maugham, takes us through the twentieth century. It is one of my favorite books -
a great story, written with a linguist’s brio, funny, amazing in its breadth, with
beautifully realized characters.

From the venerable Dalkey Archive Press: a reissue of WITTGENSTEIN’S

MISTRESS (Dalkey, $16) by David Markson, about a woman who is convinced
that she is the only person left on earth. Mad? Maybe, but she is a very empathic
character who convinces you she might just be right. It was one of David Foster
Wallace’s favorite books. He wrote the introduction for this edition. About him
there is a terrific biography, EVERY LOVE STORY IS A GHOST STORY: A
LIFE OF DAVID FOSTER WALLACE By D T Max (Viking, $27.95), which
details his lifelong battle with depression, drugs & alcoholism and his relation-
ships with the writer Mary Karr, his mentor Don Delillo and of course his best
friend & rival of sorts Jonathan Franzen.

A bit under the radar is Archipelago Press with a terrific backlist specializing in
European literature. One gem is the French writer Pierre Michon’s SMALL LIVES

(Archipelago, $15). A book about true rural France, a theme throughout his bril-
liant oeuvre. It is a beautifully written story of eight individuals. New Directions
has the new novel of the Spanish writer Enrique Villa-Matas, DUBLINESQUE

(New Directions, $16.95). A retired publisher posits print to be dead and holds a
funeral for the printed word on Bloomsday in Dublin. Vila-Matas tells a great
story and this one includes Joyce, a Beckett look-a-like and, yes, all the big themes
of literature. What more can one desire from a novel?

THE HARE WITH AMBER EYES (Picador, $16) by Edmund De Waal, A
Jewish’s family’s memoir, an art connoisseur’s story of Japanese miniature sculp-
tures known as netsuke and a meditation on loss, with a stage of characters from
the inspiration for Proust’s Swann to Manet and Renoir. An episodic history of
Europe and a fascinating story. It is just now available in an illustrated hardcover
edition as well (FSG, $40).

Quickly, other books which really are notable: NW (Penguin, $26.95) by Zadie
Smith is a wonderful novel especially stylistically; Paul Auster’s WINTER

JOURNEY (Henry Holt & Co. $26) is a very honest reflection on aging (also look
for his letter exchange with J M Coetzee this winter) and REINVENTING BACH

( FSG, $30) by Paul Elie for all us Bach lovers - an eclectic book about the influ-
ence of Bach especially how he has been made new over time by modern technol-
ogy.                                                                   ---from Wander
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THE CHAPERONE by Laura Moriarty (Riverhead
Books, hardcover, $26.95)
Cora Carlisle has her own secret motive for agreeing to
act as chaperone to 15-year old Louise Brooks, future
silent movie star, in New York City in 1922. It is obvi-
ous that she’ll have her hands full before the train even
leaves Kansas. As the seemingly staid housewife
attempts to curtail Lulu’s exploits in the big city, she
explores her own unconventional roots and reveals a
willingness to circumvent the social strictures of her
day.--T.L.

JOHN SATURNALL’S FEAST by Lawrence Norfolk
(Grove Pres, hardback, $26.00).
Probably my favorite novel of the year. John Saturnall is
brought up by his mother, an herbalist and healer
(though to some a witch) in a village in 17th Century
England. When she dies he goes to work in the vast
kitchen of the manor of the local lord, rising to become
the Master Cook. Complete with recipes, romance, and
the intrusions of history, Lawrence Norfolk has given us
a wonderful, almost mythical story that feels complete-
ly authentic to its time and place.--. T.C.

GONE GIRL by Gillian Flynn (Crown Books, hardcov-
er, $25)
This is one of those books where you pick it up and take
it home because you think you know what you’re getting
– a suspenseful, crime-ridden plot that will have you sit-
ting on the edge of the couch.  And you wouldn’t be
wrong.  Except, that Gillian Flynn is a master of compli-
cated psychology and she will take you on a ride that is
much darker, much more suspenseful than any other run
of the mill crime novel.  In this marriage-gone-com-
pletely-awry story, it’s unclear who’s truly the villain.
The intelligence behind Flynn’s characters--their plot-
ting and manipulativeness--outwits the reader at every
corner.  Flynn’s characters, while they are sometimes
very, very badly behaved, also offer a scathing critique
of current dating and mating rituals.  Pick this book up
and be prepared to be delighted, obsessed, and wide-
eyed. --L.P.

AIR by William Bryant Logan. (Norton, hardback,
$26.95). 
More than 300 nonfiction pages about air? We breathe it
in, it blows past us as the wind—what more do we need
to know? Well, the “average” cubic yard of air contains
between 1,000 and 10,000 bacteria. The air above a
wheat field can contain 25 million spores per cubic yard.
That pine tree in your back yard sends out 2 million
grains of pollen, per year, from a single cone. Lots of
fascinating facts, new insights, and good writing about
our invisible (but warming) companion. --T.C.

THE MAGICIAN KING by Lev Grossman (Penguin,
paperback, $16)
In this sequel to The Magicians, Quentin and Julia trav-
el between our mundane world and the world of Fillory,
just as we may have dreamed of exploring Narnia,
attending Hogwarts or questing through Middle Earth.
These very flawed, human heroes act with an awareness
of our own world’s pop culture and history, paying hom-
age to a wide array of fantasy and children’s literature.
The Magician King and its predecessor are must-reads
for anyone who has fantasized about how she/he would
fare on a visit to a magical realm. --T.L.

THE ORCHARDIST by Amanda Coplin (Harper
Collins, hardcover, $26.99)
Sometimes finding that farm in the middle of nowhere
brings peace and quiet, and sometimes it brings two trag-
ic ragamuffins who need your help more than anything
in the whole world.  Set in the Pacific Northwest, this
lonesome tale is a mixture of natural beauty and brutal
consequences.  The Orchardist is also a reminder of
America’s beginnings, when homesteading and horse
trading were ways to build a life, and when giving birth
meant pulling in some horse blankets from the barn and
holding on for dear life. --L.P.

More Remark-a-Bull Books
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THE OLD WAYS: A JOURNEY

ON FOOT by Robert MacFarlane
(Viking, hardback, $27.95)
From the ancient trails of the
British Isles to the Camino de
Santiago in
Spain to the
holy mountain
of Mt. Kailash
in Western
Tibet, Robert
MacFarlane
brings back
satisfying
meditations on
the old way of
traveling--by walking.
MacFarlane has done his home-
work, he writes beautiful descrip-
tive sentences, and meets wonder-
ful “characters” along the trail.
There’s also a great bibliography
of other great writing on walking,
and on the history of some of the
old paths he has trodden. 

FIFTY PLACES TO BIKE

BEFORE YOU DIE: BIKING

EXPERTS SHARE THE

WORLD’S GREATEST

DESTINATIONS edited by Chris
Santella. (Stewart, Tabori and
Chang, hardback, $24.95).
Doesn’t include
my favorite
roads in
Northern
Durham County,
and too many of
the routes are
rated “moderate
to difficult” for
my taste (the
route through Provence takes you
up Mont Ventoux...), but still this
is an inspiring, handsome little
dream book for the cyclist on
your list. The ride through the
Netherlands looks flat enough for
me.--T.C.

TAKE A HIKE!
RIDE A BIKE!

Sustain a Bull! 
Shop Independent Durham!

We know, you’ve heard all of this 

before. You’ve heard about how:

--every dollar you spend at a locally 

owned, independent business keeps almost 

four times more money in our local 

economy, compared to a dollar spent at a 

chain store.

--none of your money stays in the local 

economy when you shop on-line

--its more fun to shop local! You get personal service, meet people you

know, and find hand-picked items that go well beyond the usual suspects

--you sustain Durham’s unique character when you patronize locally owned

businesses. Every place has the same old chain stores. Not every place has

(fill in your favorite locally owned businesses here).

BUT, did you know that a recent study found that counties dominated by a

few big firms have lower levels of social capital and less engaged citizens

than those in which economic activity is dispersed across many locally

owned businesses?

“We find that residents of communities with highly concentrated economies

tend to vote less and are less likely to keep up with local affairs, participate

in associations, engage in reform efforts or participate in protest activities

at the same levels as their counterparts in economically dispersed environ-

ments,” the authors of the study conclude.

And another study found that people who live in communities where small,

locally owned businesses are the norm are healthier than those who live in

places where large corporations predominate. In addition to correlations

between the physical health of communities and small business, the authors

surmise that a high degree of local ownership improves a community’s

“collective efficacy” — the capacity of its residents to act together for

mutual benefit, to solve problems, and to further local goals.

So, to borrow a phrase from Austin, Texas: Keep Durham Different! And

Vibrant! And Healthy! Sustain a Bull! Shop Independent Durham!

(See sustainabull.net for more on the studies cited above—and for more

great places and reasons to shop local).
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We can’t read them all
But these books look pretty good to us...

WHAT A PLANT KNOWS: A FIELD GUIDE TO THE SENSES by Daniel Chamovitz (Scientific American,
hardback, $23.00)
Are plants aware of their surroundings? Chamovitz delves engagingly into the latest research on things like plant
smell, sight, touch, hearing, memory. Plants don’t have brains, but it looks like they “know” more than we
assume they do. Something different for the gardener/tree hugger on your list?

BIG QUESTIONS FROM LITTLE PEOPLE AND SIMPLE ANSWERS FROM GREAT MINDS compiled by
Gemma Elwin Harris (Ecco Press, hardback, $24.99).
From “Why is the Sky Blue?” to “How are Dreams Made?” to “Is it OK to Eat a Worm?” With answers from
folks like Richard Dawkins, John Gribbin and Sir David Attenborough. Fun for “kids” of all ages, though it may
need some translating for younger children.

LIFE ALONG THE LINE: A PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF AMERICA’S LAST GREAT STEAM

RAILROAD by Tony Reevy. Photographs by O. Winston Link. (Abrams, hardback, $40.00). 
Maybe the ultimate book for train buffs, made all the more so by the fact that the last steam railroad was the
Norfolk and Western, which ran into Durham and all through the state of Virginia in the late 1950s. The photo-
graphs are marvels, evoking not only the bygone trains, but a whole bygone era. The book includes a CD of the
sounds of steam engines themselves.

HOW TO LOVE WINE: A MEMOIR AND A MANIFESTO by Eric Asimov. (Morrow, hardback, $24.99).
A wine book for the rest of us! “The primary purpose of wine is to provide pleasure and refreshment....With a
mission so seemingly simple, I ask again, why is it that wine and its trappings seem so often to breed a feeling of
inadequacy?” 
Eric Asimov, the wine critic for the New York Times, will lead a wine tasting and book signing at
Durham’s Wine Authorities at 1:00 in the afternoon on Saturday, December 15th.

THE ART OF PROCRASTINATION: A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE DAWDLING, LOLLYGAGGING AND

POSTPONING by John Perry (Workman, hardback, $12.95). 
Sieze Tomorrow! This is actually a cleverly camouflaged tract aimed at overcoming hard-core procrastination.
Note the word “effective” in the title. Still, a fun approach to the pleasures, problems, and end-runs around put-
ting things off. 

FOUNDATION: THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM ITS EARLIEST BEGINNINGS TO THE TUDORS by
Peter Ackroyd (St Martins, hardback, $29.99). 
Here are the old bits (prior to 1509) from jolly olde England. Well, maybe not so jolly. But Peter Ackroyd is cer-
tainly an amazing writer, with an almost encyclopedic knowledge of all things British. Take this book, add a
comfortable arm chair and a nice cuppa strong English tea.
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Keep your dough in Durham!

Order online through 
www.regulatorbookshop.com

You can order anything in print
through our website, most of it at
discounts that range up to 30%
for New York Times bestsellers.

And there are no shipping
charges if you choose to pick

your order 
up at the store.

For most of the books that say
“usually ships in one to five

days” we can get your book in 
two to three business days.

Shopping on the
web?

Get Your e-Books
Here!

The Regulator is now selling mil-
lions of e-books and state of the

art e-readers. 
See What’s a Kobo? [ [

Now is the time to break out of
the Amazon jail! Why use a

device that locks you down to
“buying” all your e-books from
one place? Why “buy” e-books

that you don’t actually own? 

Our prices and our devices are
competitive. You can read digital-
ly and shop locally. You can actu-

ally own the e-books you buy. 

We still like real books the best.
But for those of you reading digi-

tally, our advice is:  Get out of
jail! Read Freely! And Shop

Local, y’all.

“Nothing beats a good book”
That’s a direct quote from one of our steady customers, who had just
picked up a new book from one of her favorite authors. Though even a
hard core book lover like myself might want to qualify that statement a bit
(A good meal with good friends? An intimate relationship?), I know exact-
ly what she was talking about. Especially on the long, cold, dark nights of
winter, what can be better than getting warm and cozy with a good book
in your hands?  

Much has changed since that long-ago day 36 years ago when we first
began peddling books here on Ninth Street. Yet some fundamental things
remain the same. The satisfaction we get in putting the right book, at the
right time, in the right person’s hands. The joy of listening to parents read
aloud to their children while sharing our back sofas. (If we only had
recordings!). The pleasure of hearing authors read and talk about their
books with passion, grace, wit and intelligence. And a leisurely browse in
a good bookstore is still, we feel, one of life’s great treats. 

In these days of constant digital distraction, we humbly suggest standing
E. M. Forster’s advice on its head. Only disconnect. For a while.
Remember how to relax again without peering into a screen. You just
might discover, to your great benefit, that there are indeed times when
“nothing beats a good book.” 

What’s a Kobo?

Kobo is a Canadian company that distributes e-books and e-book readers.
In the international e-book market, they are #1 in places like France,
Australia, Canada, and the Netherlands, and they are #2 in the U.K. They
currently have more than 10 million registered users in 190 countries, and
one of the largest e-book stores in the world, with more than 3 million
books, newspapers, and magazines.

Kobo’s Read Freely philosophy supports an open platform that means that
people actually own the books they buy and are never locked to one
device or service (unlike Amazon’s e-books and their Kindles). Kobo
offers free eReading apps so people can read anytime, anyplace, from a
device they already own—be it an iPad, iPhone, Android tablet or phone,
Mac, PC, Nook, or any Kobo eReader.

The Regulator is now selling Kobo e-books and their two brand new, state
of the art E Ink Readers, the glow ($129.99) and the mini (79.99). See our
web site and our in-store display for more information.

And you are right. Kobo is also an anagram for the word “book.” 


